
“Numeracy Made Easier” with Mrs G and Rachael

Hello everyone  

Today’s Lesson is about: ‘teen  and ty’

Please click on the link below for a warm up:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ug3L3bninuE - Do you have kids getting confused with the 'teen' and 'ty' 

numbers? This video will show the differences between them to help them see how different they really are! Children often confuse the 'teen' 
numbers with the 'ty' numbers in the early years of numeracy development. This video emphasizes on the difference pronunciation of the two 
concepts, and also has visual representations for kids to see the clear difference. 

Go to the next page for more practice…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ug3L3bninuE
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14    40  16    60 18    80   13    30 70   17 

40   14 16      60       17   70 50     15
70 18

Choose the correct number      and word.  Practise saying the numbers.    
HINT:  The number of tens   will tell you what number to choose first   teens have     1 ten   
so 1 is first. This is ty            3 tens, we write 3 first. 



ty
30 13 50

teen
15 14

70 17 15 50 40

19 90 60 16 18

Choose a correct word for each number: 

Fifteen,   fifty,    ninety,   nineteen,  eighty,  eighteen,  forty,  fourteen,
Thirty,  thirteen,   sixteen,   sixty,   seventy,    seventeen 



30 17 60 12 80

15 20 16 13 18

20 19 14 16 90

15 70 14 50 30

80 15 20 12 40

17 50 12 19 80

20 16 70 13 20

18 30 14 90 30

Bingo teen   ty you play with a sibling 
or an adult

Get an adult to choose a number call 
the number out…

You put a counter, stiker or cross 
with a pencil in the box matching the 
number.

Check teen and ty on 
previous pages.

Go to next page and read a 
maths story.



https://www.sunshineonline.com.au/l3/maths/index.php

Click on the link. You will have more teen  and ty practice

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hP0upkHxb9Y - Kids Numbers Chant - Pronunciation Help for TEEN and TY - ELF Learning; 

Practice the difference between the "teen"s and "ty"s of English numbers to 90. 
We designed this video to help EFL/ESL students with the subtle difference between saying, "thirteen" and "thirty."

https://www.sunshineonline.com.au/l3/maths/index.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hP0upkHxb9Y























































